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Introductions!

UC Office of Gender Equity and Inclusion



Some of these topics can be triggering and we urge you to put your self-care 
first. If you need to turn off your screen or step away please do and feel free 
to private message either facilitator during or after the presentation. 

Taking care of yourself allows you to care for your community. 

We will have a list of resources at the end. 
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"If sexual assault prevention solely 
fo cu s es  o n  cis g en d er  h e t e r o s exu a l 

vio len ce , i t  m a y  in va lid a t e  LGBT [ Q]  

p eo p le 's  a s s a u lt  exp er ien ce  a n d  b e  

in e ffect ive  fo r  LGBT [ Q]  p o p u la t io n s " 

( Co u lt e r  e t  a l ., 2 0 17 , p . 7 3 3 ) . 

UC Office of Gender Equity and Inclusion



"These systems of power are usually 
in vis ib le  a n d  t h u s  ea s ily  r e ified  a n d  

p e r p e t r a t ed  t h r o u g h  lea r n ed  a n d  

u n q u es t io n ed  p a r t ic ip a t io n  in  s o cia l 

s t r u ct u r es ." ( Ko r t eg a s t  & va n  d e r  

T o o r n , 2 0 18 , p . 2 7 1) . 

UC Office of Gender Equity and Inclusion



"Intersectionality" is a term coined by Kimberle Crenshaw in 1989. It was developed specifically to 
name the unique experiences  of Black Women who move through the world in a  way incomparable 
to Black men or White Women as  each group has  a  level of privilege inacces s ible to Black women. 

Race and Gender are ins eparable for Black women.

Inters ectionality has  been expanded on to apply to the general importance of cons idering how 
multiple identities  work together to create each individual's  s ocial pos ition. 

Here we touch on the inters ections  of race, gender, and s exuality as  they rela ted to s exual violence.

It is  important to never divorce inters ectionality from its  origins . 

Importance of 
Intersectionality
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Crenshaw, Kimberle. “Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex: A Black Feminist Critique of 
Antidiscrimination Doctrine, Feminist Theory and Antiracist Policies.” University of Chicago Legal Forum 19  

no. 1 (1989).



What Title IX Practitioners Had to Say...
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"First, I would like to see where I can go for more information. Number two, how do I act..."

"Maybe the protections in place for community members because the laws are constantly 
changing..."

"I love to borrow and learn from others...I don’t know how other Title IX offices work, or 
what they find helpful. I would want to walk away with something I could implement in my 

day-to -day."

"I’d want to hear from LGBTQIA+ students and hear about what they think Title IX is and 
how they see gender equity on campus."

What would you find helpful in a presentation like this?



Definitions
• LGBTQIA+ Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer, 

Intersex, Asexual

• Queer- A term people often use to express a spectrum of 
identities and orientations that are counter to the 
mainstream. Queer is often used as a catch-all. 

*Be cautious of using it if not a part of the community. 

• Asexual- A person who experiences reduced or no sexual 
attraction

• Bisexual- A person emotionally, romantically or sexually 
attracted to more than one sex, gender or gender identity 
though not necessarily simultaneously, in the same way, or to 
the same degree. Sometimes used interchangeably with 
pansexual.

ILLUSTRATED BY HANNAH MINN
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Definitions
• Transgender- An umbrella term for people whose gender identity and/or 

expression is different from cultural expectations based on the sex they 
were assigned at birth. No physical change must be made by a person to 
be transgender. 

• Nonbinary- A person who does not identify exclusively as a man or a 
woman. Non-binary people may identify as being both a man and a 
woman, somewhere in between, or as falling completely outside these 
categories.

• Cisgender- A term used to describe a person whose gender identity 
aligns  with the sex assigned to them at birth

• Genderfluid- Person who does not identify with a single fixed gender or 
has a fluid or unfixed gender identity

• Intersex- Intersex people are born with a variety of differences in their 
sex traits and reproductive anatomy.

ILLUSTRATED BY HANNAH MINN

UC  OF F IC E OF  GENDER EQUIT Y AND INC LUS ION
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Presentation Notes
https://www.hrc.org/resources/glossary-of-terms



Sexuality and gender variance have existed in society and across all cultures as long as 
humans have had a society. Many cultures have specific and historical terms for various 
gender identities, sexualities, and ways of living. 

These identities may not be able to correspond with the eurocentric definitions we 
defined previously as they exist within a cultural context. 

• Two-Spirit - another gender role believed to be common amongst most first peoples of Turtle 
Island (North America)...it is rooted in the spiritual teaching that all life is sacred.  (them. InQueery.)

• Mashoga - is a Swahili term that connotes a range of identities on the gender continuum. (PBS. 
Map of Gender-Diverse Cultures)

• Hijras- In (South Asian cultures including India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh)  are physiological males 
who adopt feminine gender identity, women's clothing and other feminine gender roles. Most hijra 
do not consider themselves to be men or women or transgender, but a distinct third gender. (PBS. 
Map of Gender-Diverse Cultures)

• The Bugi people of southern Sulawesi recognize three sexes (male, female, intersex) and five 
genders: Men, Women, Calabai, Calalai, and Bissu (PBS. Map of Gender-Diverse Cultures)

Definitions

Rainbow Collective of Thunder Bay

UC  OF F IC E OF  GENDER EQUIT Y AND INC LUS ION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A4lBibGzUnEhttps://www.pbs.org/independentlens/content/two-spirits_map-html/https://www.rainbowcollectiveofthunderbay.com/two-spirit-resources-videos



Bostock v. Clayton County, GA (June 15, 2020)

Department of Education's OCR's 
Notice of Interpretation (June 16, 2021)

State definitions of sexual assault vary 

Protections

UC  OF F IC E OF  GENDER EQUIT Y AND INC LUS ION
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"For far too long, when we’re talking about gender equity and Title IX, it’s been a heteronormative, white, cis 
frame...Folks will say ‘he said, she said,’ and there’s that heteronormative lens; another example is that we 

think survivors are white, cisgendered females. It’s not about making LGBTQIA+ folks primary, but removing 
cultural biases."

"...I just handle the situation...Like, someone coming into our office could identify as part of the LGBTQIA+ 
community, but nothing related to that identity could be relevant to the support that they need."

"There are some privacy concerns and sensitivities regarding the LGBTQIA+ community, and those need to 
be taken into consideration...For example, parents might want to be involved but students might not be 

out...There are also concerns in violent or manipulative relationships when people out people as a form of 
violence, and that’s also worth considering."

What are your general thoughts on working with the LGBTQIA population?
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"We know that trans women are one of the most vulnerable populations...The more systemically oppressed 
identities that are affiliated with an individual, the more at risk they might be. There are also very good reasons 

why they wouldn’t report and can’t seek support."

"Sometimes you hear stuff like -- I'm a white woman and I’m dating a Black person, therefore “I can’t be racist,” I’m 
woke by proxy. Sometimes the LGBTQIA+ community can be the same way; “well I’m gay, so I can’t discriminate, 

because I’m already marginalized."

"I think that it can have an impact, the identity of a person can impact the trauma that comes with it, if that makes 
sense. Like, the identity of a person and the experience of a person can affect how they respond to a specific 

incident, like not coming forward because of a lack of trust in authority or not wanting to come out to someone 
they don’t know."

In terms of sexual violence, do you think there is a difference within and/or 
towards the LGBTQIA community compared to cis/het couples?



From Gentlewarrior, Sabrina. Culturally Competent Service Provision to Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender 
Survivors of Sexual Violence. Contribution by Kim Fountain, Sept. 2009
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47% of transgender people experience sexual assault

40% of gay men report experiencing sexual violence

1 in 5 bisexual women report being raped by an intimate partner

47% of bisexual men experience sexual violence

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://vawnet.org/sites/default/files/materials/files/2016-09/AR_LGBTSexualViolence.pdfhttps://fenwayhealth.org/ustoo/



• LGBTQIA+ students report "higher 6 -month incidence rates of DV (30.3% 
compared to their heterosexual counterparts (18.5%)" (Edwards et al., 
2015)

• 10% of transgender -identifying people were sexually assaulted in the past 
year and 54% experienced partner violence (Griner et al., 2017)

• Transgender people at higher risk than cisgender people; 20.9% of 
transgender people reported sexual assault, compared to 8.6% for 
cisgender women and 3.6% for cisgender men (Coulter et al., 2017)

• Higher likelihood for those identifying as gay/lesbian or bisexual and 
those who are Black or Latinx (Coulter et al., 2017)
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some findings
• The majority of sex - and gender -based violence happens before age 25.

• MtF are more frequently victimized than FtM (Griner et al., 2017).

• Intersections matter; Black, LatinX, gay/lesbian, and bisexual transgender 

people more likely to be sexually assaulted (Coulter et al., 2017). 

⚬ 57.7% of Black trans gender people  reported be ing s exua lly a s s aulted 

in the  pas t yea r, pos s ibly due  to compounded dis crimina tion. 

• LGBTQIA+ people  of color a re  more  like ly to concea l the ir identities  in 

order to avoid ha ras s ment (Rankin, 2005). 
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"why aren't they 
g e t t in g  h e lp ? "

• Lack of trust stemming from "systemic, familial, and environmental 
discrimination and microaggressions; societal discomfort with 
transgender identities; denial of bodily privacy; and a clinical view of 
transgender people as having a mental disorder" (Griner et al., 2017, p. 
5716).

• Assumptions that rates of sexual violence are lower in the LGBTQIA+ 
community, a fear of not being believed, not wanting to 'out oneself,' 
depression and substance abuse , being part of a small community (Ollen, 
2018)

• Compounded minority stress for the "most vulnerable student 
populations" (Nicolazzo, 2017)
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"Being aware that when it comes to certain populations, including the LGBTQIA+ population, 
gender -based violence impacts them more severely. Being aware of statistics, that people 
with certain identities may not feel comfortable reporting, talking to me, or sharing their 

experience at all."

"...No kind of sexual practice —and I’ve done a lot of investigations —surprises me, and that’s a 
good thing. For folks who practice Title IX, when people gasp when they hear about a certain 

type of activity that can be a display of bias. As long as it’s consensual it’s all good."

How do you incorporate this into your 
work?
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"I really do think taking everything case by case. Different folks have different preferences. Just 
because they are LGBTQIA+ doesn’t mean they want the same thing that someone else does."

"Being empathetic —it’s hard because we can’t take sides in this job, but empathy can be there 
regardless and makes people feel comfortable and heard."

"...no one can ever be an expert, but it’s important to stay connected and keep dialogues going. 
The community is so different. You can run the risk of thinking one approach works for everyone, 

which is absolutely not true."

What would you suggest are best practices, if there are any?*
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"To be accountable we need to make ourselves vulnerable...We need to examine our own biases and how our 
practice might not be inclusive."

"There are like zero resources for male victims."

"... training for employees and folks who do the work to make sure they’re inclusive. Even the smallest 
comment, misinformed language can have a huge impact."

"...making sure policy is inclusive. Revising —usually it’s super legalistic and he or she, but hopefully we don’t 
use that in our everyday practice. If someone would go to the policy and read that, there’s the potential they 

would think that doesn’t include them."

"Compliance and policy frequently aren’t kind to lived experiences, so we need to incorporate that 
understanding into the work we do. "

How can the field of Title IX and/or gender equity improve?



Prevention

• Consider cultural factors and collaborate with members of the group, 
"Nothing about us without us." Focus groups can help! (Ollen, 2018).

• Programming should be proactive, tailored to the audience, and use 
relevant examples.

• Specifically talk about LGBTQIA+ students' "particular vulnerability" 
(Ollen, 2018).

• Improving education around bystander intervention, especially 
proactively.

• Offer other reporting or communication channels (e.g. a chatroom) 
(Nicolazzo, 2017). 



how can we help?
• Collaborate and adopt a 'trickle -up approach' (Nicolazzo, 2017)
• "One thing that I've noticed is that there are some people who are 

heterosexual, who...think, 'this isn't my territory. I don't have the authority 
to say anything,' and they keep quiet" (Ollen, 2018)

• Remove barriers to reporting: fear of being stereotyped/blamed, 
experiences of discrimination, and reluctance to report another member 
of the community (adapted from Benuto et al., 2019)

• Poor interviewing techniques can cause people to shut down --see if you 
can build rapport and best practices (Benuto et al., 2019)

• Perceived inclusivity actually lowers odds of sexual assault (Coulter & 
Rankin, 2020)
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Gender Support Plan
Set a specific plan for LGBTQIA+ reports that ensures an identity affirming experience

• Always use affirming language. Do not ask anyone to defend or explain their identity.
⚬ If neces s ary as k if there are any s pecific concerns  they have becaus e of their LGBTQIA+ s ta tus

• Identify s afe people for referra ls . 
⚬ Does  your s chool have a  couns eling s ervice? Are any of the couns elors  explicitly LGBTQIA+ 

friendly?

• Create an optional form that documents  s tudent's  correct names , pronouns , and s afety levels . 

• Dis play acknowledgment that your location is  an LGBTQIA+ friendly s afe place.

• Connect each s tudent with a  s afe contact 
⚬ Office member, Profes s or, Coach, ETC.

• Know your campus  s upport s ys tems .
⚬ LGBTQIA+ clubs  or centers  can provide a  s ens e of community that makes  individuals  feel s afe.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.berkeleyschools.net/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/Gender-Support-Plan-and-Gender-Transition-Plan-from-Gender-Spectrum.pdfhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BYN-ynO3fYU&t=4shttps://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/lgbt.html



Campus-based violence prevention 
efforts
And make sure to include trans and 
nonbinary folks!

Know your stuff
Learn about resources, options, and 
opportunities.

What We  
Can Do 
About It

Advocate for others
Se e  s om e thing, s a y s om e thing. 



What We  
Can Do 
About It

Do more research
Find (or develop) more recent, local data.

Train employees
Practice trauma -informed care.
Have a Gender Support Plan.

Act inclusively
Bring people in and hear them out.

Listen
Accept criticism and try to understand.



Key Takeaways
• Examine your background and biases. 
• Community and kinship groups are crucial, but they can also have 

unhealthy components. 
• Work towards ensuring safe spaces and backup plans. An LGBTQIA+ 

Center isn't enough.
• Break down silos. RAs and LGBTQIA+ Centers are a good place to start 

(Rankin, 2005). 
• Ensure that the LGBTQIA+ population knows you're there for them--talk 

to them, include relevant examples, be aware of resources. Build trust 
and rapport. Advertise your services to individual groups.

• Revisit practices and policies regularly (especially around investigation 
and adjudication). 



Future Research
• Centering LGBTQIA+ voices, especially from people of 

color, trans, and nonbinary folks.

• Breaking down walls and reducing silos internally and 
externally. 

• Conducting more research, period.

⚬ .
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National Sexual Assault Hotline – can a lso re fe r you to a  loca l rape  cris is  cente r
1-800-656-HOPE (4673) 24/7 or
Online  Counse ling a t https ://ohl.ra inn.org/online /

Love  is  Respect Hotline
1-866-331-99474 (24/7) or Text “love is” 22522

The  Anti-Violence  Project– serves  people  who a re  LGBTQ
Hotline  212-714-1124 Bilingua l 24/7

LGBT Nationa l Help Cente r
Nationa l Hotline  (1-888-843-4564) or Nationa l Youth Ta lkline  (1-800-246-7743)
Online  Peer Support Cha t (https ://www.glbthotline .org/peer-cha t.html) or Weekly Youth Chatrooms 
(https ://www.glbthotline .org/youthcha trooms.html)

Nationa l Domestic Violence  Hotline
1-800-799-7233
Text LOVEIS to 22522

FORGE– serves  transgender and gender nonconforming survivors  of domes tic and sexua l violence ; provides  re fe rra ls  to 
loca l counse lors

The  Network La  Red– serves  LGBTQ, poly, and kink/BDSM survivors  of abuse ; bilingua l
Hotline  - 617-742-4911

Presenter
Presentation Notes
translife line
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API Chaya - empowers  survivors  of gender-based violence  and human tra fficking to ga in sa fe ty, connection, 
and wellness . We build power by educa ting and mobilizing South As ian, As ian, Pacific Is lander, and a ll 
immigrant communities  to end exploita tion, crea ting a  world where  a ll people  can hea l and thrive . 
Helpline : 1-877-922-4292/206-325-0325
Helpline  Hours : Monday-Friday 10am-4pm
Office  Email: info@apichaya .org
Webs ite : https ://www.apichaya .org/

Inc lus ive  Therap is ts - Inclus ive  Therapis ts  offe rs  a  sa fe r, s impler way to find a  cultura lly respons ive , socia l 
jus tice -oriented therapis t. We cente r the  needs  of Black, Indigenous , and People  of Color (BIPOC) and the  
LGBTQIA2S+ community. We honor the  full neurodivers ity spectrum and advoca te  for menta l hea lth care  
access ibility for people  with disabilities . We are  a  menta l hea lth jus tice  movement pursuing equity and libera tion 
through educa tion, collective  care , and activism.
Webs ite : www.inclus ive therapis ts .com

Nationa l Queer and  Trans  Therap is ts  o f Color Network - The  Nationa l Queer and Trans  Therapis ts  of Color 
Network (NQTTCN) is  a  hea ling jus tice  organiza tion tha t active ly works  to transform menta l hea lth for queer and 
trans  people  of color in North America
Webs ite : www.nqttcn.com/



Follow UC OGEI for 
more.

Facebook
University of 

Cincinnati Office of 
Gender Equity & 

Inclusion

Instagram
@uc_genderequity

Twitter
@UCGenderEquity

UC  OF F IC E OF  GENDER EQUIT Y AND INC LUS ION

Please email us: titleix@uc.edu
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